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WHAT is MONEYITS FUNCTIONS DISCUSSED TIlE
PART IT PLAYS IN TKADK AND COMMENCE

PROPERTY UIOJlTSlINTELLECTUAL LAliOJl-

OK MOUE IMPORTANCE THAN MECHAN ¬

IOAL1LEN ARE NOT BORN EQUAL

By Dr A Hausman
Comparing the physical qualities of the two metals in

question we may justly ask why the gold should be so

muchsuperior than silver as the material for money
Gold has a yellow color a specific weight of 105 melts at
1200 degrees 0 and is the most malleable and ductile

metal It does not oxydize in the uir and is attacked

only by one acid Silver is the whitest metal has a spe¬

cific weight of 105 melts at 1000 degreesC is next to
gold in ductility is not oxydized in the air but attacked

byseveral acids Why these physical differences should

lonstituto such a vast difference in value in favor of gold
is difficult to understand In an extract from a recent

publication Universal Bimetalism and an International
Monetary Clearinghouse by R P Rothwell occurs the

following passage What then is absolute money Evi ¬

dently under the division we have made only gold can bo

to considered Absolute money must be something which

lerives its value neither from the stamp upon it nor from

the solvency of the issuing institution These qualifica-

tions

¬

are of prime importance for tokens and certificates of

Credit but are of very minor consequence for absolute

money The substance of which absolute money is made

must havo full intrinsic value and be practically inde ¬

structible and its forms must bo interchangeable at will

without loss of material or variation in composition Such

a substitution can bo an elementary metal of all the metals

gold best fills these requirements There are other

metals which are rarer and more costly but not one which

unites more of those properties which are known as

metallic The value of a 20 gold piece or of an English

sovereign is not fixed by the stamp upon it If the coin

is genuine the stamp certifies to its composition but the

value is fixed by the weight We have compared the

physical qualities of the two metals and it is absolutely

impossible to find any reason why gold should have an

intrinsic value and silver not Intrinsic value can only

mean the value a metal has aside from its significance as

money andns mentioned above in this respect gold and

silver are both inferior to iron They owe their superior

value exclusively to the fact that they serve as a standard
by which the relative value of all labor is measured That
the weight of gold is taken as the standard ofcomparison
does not constitute any intrinsic value the same can bo

done with silver or any other metal

And also occurs the following passage The American

silver dollar the English shilling the French franc as well

as all subsidiary coinage are tokens not absolute money
The metal in them has not the value indicated by the

stamp upon them they circulate at their value within the
limits of the issuing government only and then solely
because it is believed that the government can and will
redeem them if required in absolute money So far as
their currency value is concerned they do not differ from

paper money and are less desirable because less convenient
for handling in quantity If these coins represent a

certain fraction of the moneyunit and can bo exchanged

for the same number of money made of different material
value for value they are absolute money because they

perform all the functions of money and that is all money

can do and is good for Between paper money and silver

currency there is however a great difference Silver is

an element as well as gold it does not occur in unlimited

quantities and it cannot even be obtained as cheaply as

gold from its natural source Paper is entirely an arti ¬

ficial product made of very cheap material and its value

as money depends on the arbitrary figure on its face It
can be produced in unlimited quantity and its money

value depends entirely on the honesty rind solvency of the

issuing government Why gold has been raised to the

standard metal by which the relative value of all the others

are measured has its reason undoubtedly in the physical

qualities described above among which the beautifulcolor
and the brilliant lustre are perhaps the most important
ones To what a surprising high degree of fictitious value

a substance may bo raised through the innate love of the

beautiful and the vain desire for display in mankind is

shown by the price of diamond whose only intrinsic value

consists in its fitness for cutting glass and boring through

rockIn
the saute paper occurs the following passage No

correct answers can be given to these questions until wo

have accurately solved the problem of the sufficiency of the

worlds gold stock for all the present and the future needs

of trade The author does not give his idea about the

manner in which this can IKJ done but leaves it to the

commission In the face of tho fact that it is impossible

to determine the amount of gold and silver in the worldor
to ascertain how much money is actually required for cur ¬

rency in the daily exchange of tho necessities of life it
docs not seem possible that this question can be solved

From the fact that so much silver circulates ns money of

tho smaller denominations for which it is far hotter suited

than either gold or paper it might be inferred that the

question whether silver coin isa necessity is answered in
the affirmative Then there remains nothing but to fix the

proportion tho weight of these two metals shall bear to the

arbitraryunit of the dollar or cent
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